org
partners
AFLV convenes more than 4,000 fraternal
stakeholders for change-enabling, best-in-class experiences
to accelerate progress.
This is a pivotal time to partner with a like-minded community made up of more than 250 campuses,
councils and chapters across North America.

Who Can Partner with AFLV?
•

Organizations who collaborate with college
students

•

Non-profit organizations who impact college
students

•

For-profit companies who work with college
students
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»» Fraternity/sorority headquarters
»» Fraternity/sorority foundations
»» Federally recognized nonprofit organizations

Speaker agencies
Photography companies
Apparel companies
Technology services
Health and safety services

•

Fraternity/sorority enthusiasts

•

Fraternity/sorority skeptics

Org Partner Opportunities
•

Present your work by submitting program
proposals in the Call for Programs process

•

Grow your market by offering promotions
to AFLV subscribers.

•

Increase your visibility with sponsorship and
advertising opportunities at AFLV experiences

•

Advertise at AFLV experiences

•

•

Exhibit at AFLV experiences to connect with a
wide variety of fraternal stakeholders

Features for AFLV website and promotions
to AFLV subscribers (contact us to learn more)

•

Features for AFLV’s “Partner of the Month”

Org Partner Benefits to Accelerate Progress Together
•

Be the first to know about new opportunities to be a part of AFLV experiences

•

Receive an annual list of AFLV experience participants

•

Discounted exhibiting rates at AFLV experiences

Why AFLV?
If fraternity/sorority is going to create positive change, you need to come together with others like you
who are ready and willing to make a positive impact. We want to partner with those who are:
•

seeking a platform to collaborate, inspire, and connect with the most diverse fraternal community

•

ready to connect and exchange ideas, cultures, and traditions outside of your organization ready to
create positive change for fraternal life

•

willing to think outside of the box and use data to drive solutions

•

tired of being told “you can’t do that”

Questions?

Contact Mark Gehrke
Assistant Executive Director
gehrke@aflv.org // (970) 372-1174 x604

TeamAFLV
AFLV.org

